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Current sentiment surrounding JCPenney and its prospects of a turnaround is cautious at best. Threats of insolvency, gross margin 

pressure and a slow sales recovery have dragged the stock to 30 year lows. Over the ensuing months, these concerns should subside as 

the market opens its eyes to the facts behind JCPenney’s turnaround, resulting in a significant rally of its shares.  

Company Overview 2012 
 
Ron Johnson was appointed CEO to lead JCPenney out of a period of complacency. In doing so, he attempted to fundamentally disrupt the 
retail paradigm by overhauling pricing and reinventing the in-store experience. Arguing that JCPenney’s brand image had been tarnished 
from years of discounts and “cheap” product, Johnson introduced a “fair and square” pricing strategy that attempted to maintain the 
product’s integrity by pricing it at a “fair value.” This value, under the previous discount strategy, reflected the merchandises selling price 
net of markdowns. Additionally, coupons, presented in 40% of all transactions in 2011, were eliminated, and promotions were cut from 
592 to 12 per year.  
 
Within the first three months of Johnson’s tenure, same store sales and gross margins fell 18.9% and 2.85%, respectively, as the new 
pricing strategy failed to resonate with the value hungry JCPenney consumer. As a result, the buyer migrated to other discount retailers 
who offered 50% off $50, rather than JCPenney’s $25 fair value, as the former yielded $25 in savings.  
 
Not every move he made was bad. Johnson materially improved the look and feel of all 1100 stores and further developed “shops,” an 
exclusive 300- 2,500 square foot section of the JCPenney store delegated to select brands. This delegation of space promoted autonomy 
over the merchandising presentation, aligning the “shop’s” image with that of the brand. Over the course of three years, Johnson planned 
to introduce 100 “shops” that were connected by a 15 foot wide isle called “the street” and organized around a central attraction known 
as the “the square.”  
 
To regain the company’s image, 505 home department stores were renovated from the ground up, adding new brands such as Martha 
Stewart, Terrance Conran, and Johnathan Adler. Originally viewed as a sales catalyst, the launch of the home department proved 
otherwise, as designer merchandise was priced above the consumer’s price point. The discontinuation of key private label brands, viewed 
as “cheap,” made way for higher end products, such as Joe Fresh, which sold well in specific categories, but overall demand fell. 
Dissatisfied consumers demanded the reinstatement of these key private labels.  
 
Johnson’s pricing mistakes outweighed the positive impact of his in-store merchandising improvements resulting in a revenue decline of 
24.8% (~$4.3B) from 2012 to 2013 and his termination as CEO. Myron Ullman, the previous CEO, returned to stabilize the business and 
regain lost customers; he immediately reinstated private labels and promotional pricing.  
 

Key Investment Points 
 
Johnson’s vision for “shops” and merchandise presentation will be the foundation for JCPenney’s forward success, and the beginning 
of a paradigm shift in department store retailing. The aesthetic presentation of “shops” enhances the visibility and value of merchandise 
previously hidden by racks of clutter. This increases the number of items a consumer views per visit and in turn the probability of 
conversion (percentage of consumers that enter a store and make a purchase).  
 
The data behind “shops” supports this assertion. In Q2-12, while sales decreased ~23% YOY, Levi’s “shops” increased their average selling 
price by $5 and their respective sales by 25%. An additional 33% sales increase was realized in the eight shops rolled out in Q3-12; 
however, considerable advertising revenue was spent promoting these brands, so this number likely needs discounting. A separate figure 
reported by Reuters and the Dallas News, had “shops” outperforming the remainder of the store by 20%. This trend will continue as 
current management builds on Johnson’s framework.  
 
On the Q3-13 earnings call, Ullman stated, “given the proven success of Sephora and the encouraging performance by our Levi, Izod, Liz 
Clairborne, Arizona and jcp shops, attractions are going to remain a strategic emphasis. We aren’t going to set a specific number of shops. 
We will test and build out the ones that customers clearly want.” The expansion of shops, combined with the reinstatement of 
promotional pricing and reemergence of key private labels should materially increase conversion rates. This leaves JCPenney 
competitively positioned as industry foot traffic continues to decline.    
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The construction of 505 department stores and 7000 shops had a onetime material adverse impact on sales, and its completion 
provides a catalyst for growth in 2014. 8.6% of JCPenney’s total square footage was idle from the commencement of construction on 
February 1st, 2012 to the home launch in June of 2013 (Average 19k sq. ft. *505 stores/111.6M sq.ft.). Combined with 2012’s “shop” 
construction, Q2 and Q3-12 saw periods of 15% idle floor space (7.2M sq ft. + 19k sq. ft. *505 stores/111.6M sq.ft). This trend continued 
into Q4-12 and Q1-13, as 9.86% floor space was at times idle (11m sq.ft/111.6M sq. ft.). No definitive numbers were given for the 3-4 
shop constructions throughout 2013, but the significant idle floor space is likely comparable to Q1-13.   
 
At the end of Q2-13, management realized non-renovated home stores outperformed those that were renovated. The failure resulted 
from poor spacing allocation, the organization of goods by brand rather than by category, and higher end merchandise not resonating 
with the consumer. However, online home sales for the quarter were strong, implying in-store structural issues was the culprit for weak 
sales. This resulted in major repurposing of home department merchandise throughout the back half of 2013.  
 
Over 95% of 2012 and 2013 was adversely affected by either construction or the repurposing of merchandise. This reduced sales from 
unutilized floor space and the areas around it, as construction impaired the in-shopping experience. Based on management’s guidance, 
minimal construction will take place in 2014 and a significant amount of the home department organizational limitations will be mitigated 
by March, 2014. This will materially improve sales and sales per square foot as previously idle floor space now generates revenue. 
Additionally, sales of renovated home departments should significantly improve from Q2-Q4, 2014 due to the mitigation of structural 
limitations.  
 
The magnitude of margin destruction from current inventory overhang is significantly less than the realized destruction under Johnson; 
resulting in a net margin improvement. Figure 1 represents 2012’s new and ramped up brands and their current inventory overhang 
threat. Based on management’s comments, there will be no substantial discontinuation of brands, mitigating concerns of forced-selling 
margin deterioration that negatively impacted Q412&13’s gross margins by 925 basis points. The current threat of inventory overhang is 
the home department, specifically furniture. 150 stores have high levels of furniture inventory, and an additional 150 stores have 
low/moderate levels. While this will adversely affect gross margins, its magnitude relative to overhang under Johnson will result in a net 
positive effect. This is further elaborated on in the Financial Overview section.  
 
(Figure 1): Selling margin impact from 2011-2012  
 

 
 
(Source: Management & jcp.com) 

New Brands Comments Inventory Overhang Risk

JCP Brand Private label, higher markup and controlled markdown LOW 

Dreampop Level of inventory is small LOW 

Betsyville Large assortment, but small amount of clearance LOW 

Lulu Guiness Medium assortment, small amount of clearance plus new items LOW 

Vivienne Tam Almost no inventory LOW 

DC Modest amount of inventory, positive resonation with consumer LOW 

Monet Private label, higher markup and controlled markdown LOW 

William Rast Discontinued, minute level of inventory LOW 

Joe Fresh Substantial inventory, large amounts of clearance, however new inventory MODERATE/HIGH

Martha Stewart Substantial inventory, mild amounts of clearance LOW/MODERATE

Terrance Conran Moderate Inventory, moderate level of clearance MODERATE/HIGH

Johnathan Adler High level of inventory, moderate level of clearance MODERATE/HIGH

Michael Graves Moderate Inventory, moderate level of clearance MODERATE/HIGH

Powered Up Brands Comments Inventory Overhang Risk

Liz Claiborne Private label, management has stated positive performance LOW

Puma Strong resonation with consumer LOW

Xersion Private label, higher markup and controlled markdown LOW

Nike Strong resonation with consumer LOW

St. Johns Bay Private label, higher markup and controlled markdown LOW

Worthington Private label, higher markup and controlled markdown LOW

Stafford Private label, higher markup and controlled markdown LOW

Izod Substantial inventory, mild level of clearance LOW/MODERATE 
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The return to promotional pricing will protect gross margins from inventory overhang while driving sales. On the Q3-13 conference call, 
Ullman signified that margins obtained after promotional markdowns will not be remarkably different from 2011 (high 30’s) due to 
sufficient markup levels. Understanding that previous historical margins were attained when greater than 72% of revenue was marked 
down by 50% or more (Figure 2), should mitigate concerns of substantial markdowns adversely affecting margins. Further, it should be 
viewed as a catalyst to move through the current inventory overhang; as the 2012 sales data clearly shows, the JCPenney consumer has a 
significantly higher probability of buying a marked down product. Additionally, the promotional “value” effect will materially drive sales as 
it is combined with new merchandising presentation, the return of key private label brands, and the repurposing of home.  
 
Figure 2: Discounts stated as a % of total revenue pre-Johnson  

 

 
 

Chart was taken from JCPenney’s rebrand launch event presentation on January 25th, 2012 and sourced “JCP internal data.” 
 

Same store sales have progressively improved with the repurposing of merchandise and the return of promotional pricing, proving a 
turnaround is unfolding. For the month of September, SSS were down 400 basis points, though up 580 basis points from August. In 
October, JCPenney realized its first SSS gain of 90 basis points YOY, most likely due to the reemergence of idle home space. After 
substantial repurposing of inventory and the return to promotional pricing, SSS increased 1010 basis points for November. However, 
many analysts mistakenly viewed this as a beat due a low base, created from Hurricane Sandy and reduced November holiday shopping 
hours in 2012. Subsequently, JCPenney’s stock sold off on the news. In December, the company decided not to release SSS, re-affirming 
its quarterly guidance of positive SSS and improvement in margin YOY, as well as sequentially, and again the stock sold off. The market’s 
negative response to both the November and December press releases is overstated due to the reasons below.  
  
Ron Johnson’s comments at the Q3-12 earnings conference provide insight on November’s low base as he stated, “We had an adverse 
impact of our performance from the storm, but, for us, the lion's share of the negative sales are coming from our business model. They 
are not coming from the impact of that storm.” Additionally, “It is really hard to look forward and determine the impact of a storm like 
this on retail performance. There are a lot of people that have to go replenish home goods and clothing and a variety of other things. It is 
like Katrina, there was a pretty big aftermath of growth in the stores that were impacted by the storm…” Johnson did mention stores in 
the Northeast performed a “little lower” than other regions; however, the storm’s impact was not mentioned in the Q4 conference call 
nor in the 2012 10-K.  While there was an adverse impact, its extent was not material on November’s sales.  
 
Secondly, JCPenney’s had more holiday shopping hours in November 2012 than 2013. Thanksgiving fell on November 22nd in 2012, with 
Black Friday the 23rd. That leaves 7 additional days to sell merchandise at holiday prices, thus increasing sales. In 2013, Thanksgiving was 
November 27th, with Black Friday the 28th. That leaves one additional day in November that consumers can buy merchandise at holiday 
prices. In addition, Cyber Monday was not in November in 2013. Cyber Monday was December 2nd. The realignment of store merchandise 
with jcp.com should lead to robust Cyber Monday sales, for December that is.  
 
The non-material effects of Hurricane Sandy, as well as the shortened November 2013 holiday shopping season make November’s SSS 
gain cleaner and larger than most analysts recognize. The gain is more likely attributable to a business strategy that resonates with 
consumers, rather than a low base from non-material events.  
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December’s non-release of sales data was covered by The New York Times, as they wrote, “In a note to vendors on Wednesday, Mr. 
Ullman elaborated slightly. He said that “the holiday season was certainly an interesting one, with a compressed calendar, winter 
snowstorms and challenging mall traffic.” Despite that, the company emerged “in good shape,” he said, and sales at its website, jcp.com, 
“continued to be robust.” While December had its difficulties, the aforementioned clean SSS gain in November, the return to promotional 
pricing and the repurposing of inventory should result in a mild to moderate SSS improvement for the month of December implying share 
is being taken from other retailers. This trend will continue, and pick up steam, throughout 2014 due to pricing, merchandising and the 
return of the JCPenney customer.  
 

Financial Overview  
Gross Margins: 
 
In Figure 3, information from all quarterly 2012 conference calls is used to derive the exact implication of the failed pricing strategy and 
its effect on sales mix and clearance margin. Results show the discontinuation of private label brands for “shop” merchandise and lost 
sales from “fair and square” pricing had a 430 and 550 basis point impact on selling margin for Q3 and Q4-12, respectively, as prices of 
built up idle inventory, were substantially reduced. Based on management’s comments, the percentages of sales mix and the respective 
selling margins will transition back to historical levels over the next year, significantly expanding gross margins and EBITDA.  
 
(Figure 3): Sales mix and selling margin impact on gross margin  
 

 
   
               Represents derived value, given- selling margin, clearance margin, everyday/clearance mix  
 
Near Term Gross Margin  
 
Substantial margin is recoverable in Q4, 2013. Figure 4 illustrates margin deterioration from 37.60% in Q4, 2010 to 23.63% in Q4, 2012 
(Visually in Figure 5). The deterioration is then multiplied by a recovery percentage, based on management’s guidance, statements and 
aforementioned gross margin/sales explanations, to derive the percentage add back, which yields a forecasted gross margin of 32.13% for 
Q4, 2013. Reasoning and mathematical derivations for the recovery percentages are outlined under Figure 4 in the Supplementary Data 
section. This framework is further applied to forecast 2014 gross margins.  
 
 
 
 
 
  

Mix of business 2011q1 % of S 2011q2 % of S 2011q3 % of S 2011q4 % of S 2012q1 % of S 2012q2 % of S 2012q3 % of S 2012q4 % of S

Sales $3,943.00 $3,906.00 $3,986.00 $5,425.00 3,152.00$  3,022.00$  2,927.00$ 3,884.00$  

Everyday 88.00% 85.00% 85.00% 86.00% 85.00% 83.00% 77.00% 76.00%

Clearance 12.00% 15.00% 15.00% 14.00% 15.00% 17.00% 23.00% 24.00%

Selling Margin 

Everyday 48.90% 46.65% 46.95% 43.26% 51.60% 50.00% 49.81% 44.25%

Clearance -20.90% 13.00% -5.40% 7.70% -26.80% 5.90% -5.90% -0.60%

Merch Selling Margin 40.52% 41.60% 39.10% 38.28% 39.84% -0.7% 42.50% 0.9% 37.00% -2.1% 33.49% -4.8%

Every Day 1,696.75$  43.0% 1,548.73$  39.7% 1,590.81$  39.9% $2,018.44 37.2% 1,382.47$  43.9% 1,254.13$  41.5% 1,122.71$ 38.4% 1,306.28$  33.6%

Everyday rev. no margin change 1,310.13$  1,170.03$  1,058.22$ 1,277.05$  

yoy % change 72.34$        2.3% 84.10$        2.8% 64.49$       2.2% 29.22$        0.8%

Merchandise mix Impact 1,310.13$  41.6% 1,170.03$  38.7% 1,058.22$ 36.2% 1,277.05$  32.9%

Merchandise Mix Margin Impact -1.5% -0.9% -3.8% -4.3%

yoy % change 0.8% 1.8% -1.6% -3.6%

Clearance Margin (98.89)$       -2.5% $76.17 2.0% (32.29)$       -0.8% $58.48 1.1% (126.71)$    -4.0% 30.31$        1.0% (39.72)$      -1.4% (5.59)$         -0.1%

yoy % change -1.5% -0.9% -0.5% -1.2%

Net Selling Margin 1,597.86$  40.5% 1,624.90$  41.6% 1,558.53$  39.1% 2,076.92$  38.3% 1,255.76$  39.8% 1,284.44$  42.5% 1,082.99$ 37.0% 1,300.68$  33.5%

yoy % change -0.7% 0.9% -2.1% -4.8%

http://jcp.com/
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(Figure 4): Q4 Margin Deterioration   
 

 
 

*-1% under “promotional environment/private label” is not included in 23.63% calculation 
 
(Figure 5): Q4-11 & 12 margin deterioration under Johnson 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Q4 2013 

FORECAST ADD BACK Margin Recovery % Add Back Note

Gross Margin Q4 2010 37.60% 23.63%

Markdowns 1.12% 100% 1.12% (1)

Vendor support and royalty payment increase 2.54% 70% 1.78% (2)

Labor 1.01% 88% 0.89% (3)

Ticket and other miscellaneous 0.22% 95% 0.21% (4)

Markdowns of merchandise 2.58% 85% 2.19% (5)

Q4 11 Margin 30.13% 29.82%

Everyday margin impact -0.75% 100% -0.75% (6)

Sales mix impact 4.33% 41% 1.77% (7)

Clearance margin impact 1.22% 85% 1.04% (8)

Cost concessions 0.60% 80% 0.48% (9)

Other 1.10% 70% 0.77% (10)

Promotional environment/private label -1.00% 100% -1.00% (11)

Q4 Margin 12 23.63% Q4 13 32.13% (12)
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2014 Gross Margin Outlook 
 
Q1 Gross Margin  
The Q1-14 gross margin will improve 478 basis points to 35.63% due to the re-alignment of inventory with management’s strategy (143 
basis points), the transition of clearance mix and margin to historical levels (364 basis points), and other items(-29 basis points) outlined in 
the Gross Margin Forecasts and Explanations section of Supplementary Data.  
 
Q2 Gross Margin  
The Q2-14 gross margin will improve 585 basis points to 35.49% due to minimal markdowns being taken to clear through discontinued 
inventory (270 basis points), the transition of clearance mix and margin to historical levels(252 basis points) and other items (63 basis 
points) outlined in the Gross Margin Forecasts and Explanations section of Supplementary Data.  
 
Q3 Gross Margin  
The Q3-14 gross margin will improve 601 basis points to 35.54% due to an increased transition of clearance mix and margin to historical 
levels (534 basis points), minimal markdowns taken to clear through seasonal inventory (180 basis points), and other items (-113 basis 
points) outlined in the Gross Margin Forecasts and Explanations section of Supplementary Data.  
 
Q4 Gross Margin  
The Q4-14 gross margin will improve 204 basis points to 34.17% due to increased sales reducing potential inventory overhang and the 
transition of clearance mix and margin to historical levels (204 basis points) outlined in the Gross Margin Forecasts and Explanations 
section of Supplementary Data.  
 
(Figure 6): Gross margin from 2009-present and forecast  
 

 
 

 
Sales Outlook 

Q4 2013 
Applying the proportions of sales in November, December and January of fiscal, 2010 (last available monthly sales data) to November’s 
10.1% SSS gain, and a conservative estimate of 3% growth for December and January, yields sales growth of 5.26% for Q4-13. This number 
has been applied to the income statement analysis shown in Figure 7.  
 
Fiscal 2014 
2014 will see positive 7.50% sales growth based on JCPenney regaining 10% of lost sales from 2011 and the reemergence of idle floor 
space due to construction and repurposing. The reinstatement of promotional pricing combined with the implementation of shops 
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represents 4.2% of the total YOY sales growth ($509 million), while the reemergence of idle floor space from construction and 
repurposing represents 3.3% ($401 million). The quarterly breakdowns are shown below.   
 
Q1 Sales  
Sales per square foot for Q1-13 were $23.74. Backing out 10.7 million square feet of idle space from construction, results in sales per 
square foot of $26.29, or a difference of $2.55. Multiplying this value by the total square footage equates to $282.96 million of unrealized 
revenue. To reflect possible furniture overhang, a 50% discount is applied, resulting in $188 million of incremental revenue that will likely 
be realized in Q1, 2014. Additionally, the return to promotional pricing will likely have a $51 million positive effect, totaling $239 million 
of sales growth for Q1. 
 
Q2 Sales  
For the second quarter, sales per square foot were $23.99. Taking into account the launch of the home department half way through June 
and the construction of Haggar and Dockers shops, effective sales per square foot were $25.57, or $175.31 million in unrealized sales. 
Applying a discount rate of 20% to reflect possible inventory overhang impairing sales, equates to $159 million of additional unrealized 
revenue that is likely to be realized in Q2-14. Additionally, the return of promotional pricing will likely have a $51 million positive effect, 
totaling $210 million of sales growth for Q2.   
 
Q3 Sales  
For Q3-13, sales per square foot were $25.04. The effective sales per square foot based on the Disney Shop implementation and 
repurposing of merchandise equates to $25.61, or $64 million of unrealized sales. Discounting this number by 20% due to account for 
repurposing uncertainty, results in $53.36 million of additional unrealized income that is likely to be realized in Q3-14.  Additionally, the 
return to promotional pricing will likely have a positive $127 million effect, totaling $180 million of sales growth for Q3.   
 
Q4 
There was no substantial construction or repurposing of merchandise in the fourth quarter. However, the return to promotional pricing 
will likely have a $280 million positive impact on sales.  
 

 Forward Outlook 
 
Over the long term, the market is a weighing machine that should reflect JCPenney’s turnaround. However, near term concerns of 
bankruptcy, unrecoverable gross margins and slowing sales have dragged the stock to historical lows. These concerns should be mitigated 
over the subsequent quarters as positive sales and margin data continue to reflect management’s initiatives.  
 
From the analysis above, $228 million of EBITDA has been projected for fiscal year 2014 (Figure 7).  At ~$6 per share and an EV/EBITDA 
multiple of 6.5x, the market is implying future EBITDA of ~$1.030 billion (Mkt cap 1.9B + $3.62B Net Debt)/6.5x). If top line growth 
continues at 6% per year, the cost structure stays the same, and gross margins increase 150 basis points, this implied market EBITDA 
projection will be surpassed by $200 million in FY, 2016. At $6 per share, JCPenney’s price does not reflect this likely EBITDA improvement 
or improvements beyond 2016, leaving significant untapped value in the stock of this iconic American name.  
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Figure 7: Income statement forecast  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Income Statement (In millions) 2011 2012q1 2012q2 2012q3 2012q4 2012 2013q1 2013q2 2013q3 2013q4 2,013 2014q1 2014q2 2014q3 2014q4 2,014

Total Sales 17,260$   3,152$     3,022$     2,927$     3,884$     12,985$   2,635$     2,663$     2,779$     4,088$     12,165$   2,875$     2,873$     2,960$     4,369$     13,076$   

COGS 11,042$   1,966$     2,018$     1,975$     2,960$     8,919$     1,823$     1,876$     1,960$     2,775$     8,434$     1,851$     1,853$     1,908$     2,876$     8,487$     

Gross Profit 6,218$     1,186$     1,004$     952$        924$        4,066$     812$        787$        819$        1,314$     3,732$     1,024$     1,020$     1,052$     1,493$     4,589$     

Operating Expenses 

SG&A 5,109$     1,160$     1,050$     1,087$     1,209$     4,506$     1,078$     1,026$     1,006$     1,209$     4,319$     1,006$     977$        1,006$     1,230$     4,219$     

Pension Expense (Income) 121$        58$           58$           51$           186$        353$        34$           34$           34$           34$           136$        34$           34$           30$           25$           123$        

Depreciation & Amortization 518$        125$        128$        133$        157$        543$        136$        143$        161$        165$        605$        165$        170$        175$        175$        685$        

Restructuring and management transition 451$        76$           159$        34$           29$           298$        72$           47$           46$           34$           199$        20$           20$           5$             5$             50$           

Real Estate & Other, net 21$           (7)$            (208)$       (197)$       88$           (324)$       (22)$         (68)$         (27)$         (26)$         (143)$       (3)$            (14)$         (6)$            (9)$            (32)$         

Total Operating Expenses 6,220$     1,412$     1,187$     1,108$     1,669$     5,376$     1,298$     1,182$     1,220$     1,416$     5,116$     1,222$     1,186$     1,210$     1,426$     5,045$     

EBIT (2)$            (226)$       (183)$       (156)$       (745)$       (1,310)$    (486)$       (395)$       (401)$       (103)$       (1,385)$    (198)$       (167)$       (158)$       67$           (457)$       

EBITDA 516$        (101)$       (55)$         (23)$         (588)$       (767)$       (350)$       (252)$       (240)$       62$           (780)$       (33)$         3$             17$           242$        228$        

Net Interest Expense 227$        56$           58$           55$           57$           226$        61$           95$           99$           99$           354$        99$           99$           99$           99$           396$        

EBT (229)$       (282)$       (241)$       (211)$       (802)$       (1,536)$    (547)$       (490)$       (500)$       (202)$       (1,739)$    (297)$       (266)$       (257)$       (32)$         (853)$       

Income Tax Expense (benefit) (77)$         (119)$       (94)$         (88)$         (250)$       (551)$       (199)$       (18)$         (11)$         (11)$         (239)$       (86)$         (86)$         (89)$         (131)$       (392)$       

Net Income (152)$       (163)$       (147)$       (123)$       (552)$       (985)$       (348)$       (472)$       (489)$       (191)$       (1,500)$    (211)$       (180)$       (169)$       99$           (460)$       
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Supplementary Data 
Figure 4: Income statement and Future Projections 

 
 
(Figure 4): 2012 GM impacts  

(1) I have accounted for the highly promotional environment in a separate line item titled "promotional environment."  
(2) Management’s remarks in Q2 and Q3 of robust vendor support lead me to a 70 basis point recovery in vendor support. The 

remaining 30% I believe is from new brands associated with the home department. 
(3) I view the increased labor as part of the “fair and square” pricing strategy to be 88% recoverable.  
(4) This represents the change in ticketing strategy, completed in Q2 and Q3, thus a 95% recovery. 
(5) These markdowns were taken to represent discontinuation of large private label brands. I view the furniture overhang, as well as 

some small apparel brands, having a much smaller adverse effect on markdowns in Q4, thus an 85% recovery.  
(6) While there may be minimal deterioration in the everyday selling margin, I have conservatively estimated that no recovery of the 

prior administration’s pricing gains will be realized.  
(7) Given 2012’s selling margin data in Figure 3 and management’s statements on an improving mix of clearance and selling margins, 

I am able to conservatively estimate Q4 selling mix impact in Figure 8 and apply a recovery % to equate to that value. 
Management stated in Q3 that there has been an increase in the mix of clearance. I conservatively estimated 20% (14% in2011) 
clearance mix in Q4 vs. 24% in 2012, which is a 177 BP improvement, thus a 41% recovery. 

(8)  Given 2012’s selling margin data in Figure 3 and management’s statements on an improving mix of clearance and selling margins 
I am able to conservatively estimate Q4 clearance margin impact in Figure 8 and apply a recovery % to equate to that value. 
Clearance margins for Q4-11 were 770 basis points. I have conservatively estimated a positive 450 BP (Figure 8) clearance margin 
due to satisfactory markup level comments from management, resulting in a 104 basis point increase YOY, thus an 85% recovery.  

(9) Management’s remarks in Q2 and Q3-13 of robust vendor support lead me to an 80% recovery in cost concessions.  
(10) The company has reinstated processes to control shrinkage. I view the reinstatement will provide a 70 basis point recovery.  
(11) I believe heightened promotional activity this season will result in a 100 basis point decline in gross margin.  
(12) The 100 basis point markdown is used in the calculation of Q4 2012 gross margin.  
 

(Figure 8): Q4-13 selling margin impact (forecast)  
 

 

Q4 2013 

FORECAST ADD BACK Margin Recovery % Add Back Note

Gross Margin Q4 2010 37.60% 23.63%

Markdowns 1.12% 100% 1.12% (1)

Vendor support and royalty payment increase 2.54% 70% 1.78% (2)

Labor 1.01% 88% 0.89% (3)

Ticket and other miscellaneous 0.22% 95% 0.21% (4)

Markdowns of merchandise 2.58% 85% 2.19% (5)

Q4 11 Margin 30.13% 29.82%

Everyday margin impact -0.75% 100% -0.75% (6)

Sales mix impact 4.33% 41% 1.77% (7)

Clearance margin impact 1.22% 85% 1.04% (8)

Cost concessions 0.60% 80% 0.48% (9)

Other 1.10% 70% 0.77% (10)

Promotional environment/private label -1.00% 100% -1.00% (11)

Q4 Margin 12 23.63% Q4 13 32.13% (12)

Mix of business 2011q4 % of S 2012q4 % of S 2013q4 Forecast% of S

Sales $5,425.00 3,884.00$    4,117.00$   

Everyday 86.00% 76.00% 80.00%

Clearance 14.00% 24.00% 20.00%

Selling Margin 

Everyday 43.26% 44.25% 44.00%

Clearance 7.70% -0.60% 4.50%

Merch Selling Margin 38.28% 33.49% -4.80% 36.10% 2.61%

Every Day $2,018.44 37.21% 1,306.28$    33.63% 1,443.20$   35.20%

Everyday rev. no margin change 1,277.05$    1,451.50$   

yoy % change 29.22$         0.75% (8.30)$          -0.20%

Merchandise mix Impact 1,277.05$    32.88% 1,451.50$   35.40%

Merchandise Mix Margin Impact -4.33% 1.77%

yoy % change -3.57% 0.02$  

Clearance $58.48 1.08% (5.59)$          -0.14% 36.90$         0.90%

yoy % change -1.22% 1.04%

Net Selling Margin 2,076.92$   38.28% 1,300.68$    33.49% 1,480.10$   36.10%

yoy % change -4.80% 2.61%
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Gross Margin Forecasts and Explanations  

 
 

(1) While there may be minimal deterioration in the everyday selling margin, I have conservatively estimated that no recovery of the 
prior administrations pricing gains will be realized.  

(2) I believe that there will not be a significant change in the merchandising mix, as 2012 was not far off from my base year, 2011. I 
believe 10% is recoverable. 

(3) I see 85% recoverability in clearance margin affected by substantial clearance markdowns initiated in Q1-12 to sell through large 
amounts of merchandise that was not aligned with Johnson’s strategy.  

(4) Q1-12 Markdowns were taken to represent discontinuation of large private label brands. I view the furniture overhang, as well as 
some small apparel brands having a smaller adverse effect on markdowns in Q4, thus an 85% recovery.  

(5) I view no near term inflationary problems.  
(6) Due to dismal Q412 sales, inventory was carried over into Q1-13, resulting in higher amounts of clearances to sell through 

inventory. While I still see a slight inventory overhang in Q1, it will not have the same adverse effect, thus a 50% recovery.  
(7) A substantial portion of this will be recovered, due to transition of strategy in prior quarters.   
(8) Management’s remarks in Q2 and Q3 of robust vendor support lead me to believe there will be recovery of 95%.  
(9) I do not believe that inventory overhang will have a similar adverse effect in Q1-14 as it did in Q1- 13.  
(10) Uncertainty surrounding this line item leads to a 5% recovery.  

 
 

(1) While there may be minimal deterioration in the everyday selling margin, I have conservatively estimated that no recovery of the 
prior administrations pricing gains will be realized.  

(2) I am confident that Q2 will trend towards 2011 sales mix levels and believe this is 50% recoverable.  

Q1 2014

FORECAST ADD BACK Recovery % Add Back Note

Gross Margin Q1-2011 40.50% 30.85%

Positive effect from pricing strategy -2.30% 100% -2.30% (1)

Merchandising mix change 1.47% 10% 0.15% (2)

Clearance margin 1.51% 85% 1.29% (3)

Inventory reserve 1.68% 85% 1.43% (4)

Inflationary costs 0.48% 100% 0.48% (5)

Q1 Margin 12 37.65% 31.90%

Change in merchandise sales mix 4.70% 50% 2.35% (6)

Reticketing - promotional strategy on select merchandise 0.80% 95% 0.76% (7)

Reduced vendor cost concessions 0.50% 96% 0.48% (8)

Higher level of mark downs and inventory reserves 0.50% 25% 0.13% (9)

Miscellaneous items 0.30% 5% 0.02% (10)

Q1 Margin 13 30.85% Q1 14 35.63%

Q2 2014

FORECAST ADD BACK Recovery % Add Back Note

Gross Margin Q2-2011 & Q2 2013 38.33% 29.64%

Increase in promotional pricing -2.78% 100% -2.78% (1)

Merchandise mix change 0.93% 50% 0.47% (2)

Deeper markdowns to move through higher level of seasonal inventory as a result of lower sales 0.95% 80% 0.76% (3)

Markdowns taken to clear through discontinued inventory 3.38% 80% 2.70% (4)

Reduced vendor support 0.90% 90% 0.81% (5)

Lower margin on other activities 1.72% 50% 0.86% (6)

Q2 Margin 12 33.24% 32.45%

Change in sales mix + higher level of clearance sales 3.60% 70% 2.52% (7)

Higher level of markdowns and inventory reserves 0.33% 80% 0.26% (8)

Reticketing costs as a result of promotional strategy 0.27% 95% 0.26% (9)

Improved merchandise and distribution costs -0.47% 0% 0.00% (10)

Increased vendor concessions -0.09% 0% 0.00% (11)

Net change in miscellaneous -0.04% 0% 0.00% (12)

Q2 Margin 13 29.64% Q2 14 35.49%
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(3) Management has stated that inventory overhang will start to decline in Q1-12, therefore, I believe 80% of this will be 
recoverable, as inventory overhang in Q2-12 was materially adverse.  

(4) During Q2-12, the mix of clearance increased 200 basis points, while the margin decreased 710 basis points. I am confident that 
JCPenney will materially improve the clearance margin and mix, as there is no substantial discontinuation of brands.   

(5) Management’s remarks in Q2 and Q3 of robust vendor support lead me to believe 90% is recoverable.  
(6) This line item was not disclosed, but my educated conjecture leads me to believe it relates to ~500K free haircuts given during 

the quarter. I am assuming 50% recovery of those costs, as I do not believe free haircuts are in the Q2-13 mix.   
(7) Inventory not sold during Q4 and Q1 of Johnson's tenure, as well as brands that did not resonate with the consumer, were 

flushed through impacting margins and mix. I do not see the same sequence of events transpiring in Q2, thus I believe 70% of 
this margin is recoverable.  

(8) I believe a substantial portion of the inventory overhang will be reduced by the end of Q1. I do not see material markdowns or 
inventory reserves manifesting, thus a 80% recovery  

(9) Substantial portion of this will be recovered, due to transition of strategy in prior quarters.   
(10, 11, 12) I believe that the remaining three add backs are captured in previous revisions  

 

 
 

(1) While there may be minimal deterioration in the everyday selling margin, I have conservatively estimated that no recovery of the 
prior administrations pricing gains will be realized.  

(2)  Q3-12 did not have a substantial difference in clearance margin from Q3-11. The material difference related to sales mix. I 
believe Jcpenney will be able to move back to a historical mixes based on management’s guidance, resulting in a 60% recovery.   

(3) I believe that the clearance margin will improve during Q3-12, resulting in full recovery of margin lost.  
(4) I do not see a threat to margin in Q3 from inventory overhang, as inventory will be aligned with management’s strategy at the 

tail end of Q2, resulting in a 90% recovery.  
(5) This line item was not disclosed, but I believe it has a high probability to do with ~ 500K free haircuts given during the quarter,  

leading me to believe a 50% recovery, as I do not believe free haircuts are in the Q3-13 mix.  
(6) Management’s remarks in Q2 and Q3 of robust vendor support lead me to believe there will be recovery of 100%.  
(7) I believe this may relate to a reduction in costs due Johnson's pricing strategy. I am conservatively estimating no recovery. 
(8) Margin was adversely affected by sell through of non-resonating merchandise, i.e. home. I believe that inventory will be in line 

by Q2-14, resulting in an 85% recovery.  
(9) I believe this add back is captured from previous revisions.   
(10) Substantial portion of this will be recovered, due to transition of strategy in prior quarters.   
(11) I believe this add back is captured from previous revisions.   
(12) Management has reinstated protocol to reduce shrinkage. I believe this to be 80% recoverable.  

 

 
(1) Sales and clearance margin/mix returning to historical levels, as well as miscellaneous items, results in 80% recovery.  

Q3 2014

FORECAST ADD BACK Recovery % Add Back Note

Gross Margin Q3-2011 & Q3 2013 37.36% 29.53%

New pricing -2.20% 100% -2.20% (1)

Merchandise mix change 3.76% 60% 2.25% (2)

Affect of clearance 0.55% 100% 0.55% (3)

Higher levels of markdowns and inventory reserves related to new strategy 2.00% 90% 1.80% (4)

Due to lower sales of services and activities 1.20% 50% 0.60% (5)

Vendor concessions in connection with new prices strategy 0.30% 100% 0.30% (6)

Viewing this as a cost decrease with the new pricing strategy -0.77% 100% -0.77% (7)

Q3 Margin 12 32.53% 32.06%

Higher levels of clearance units sold @ lower margin/ additional markdowns taken to sell  through previous strategy and transition to promotional strategy 3.64% 85% 3.09% (8)

Lower levels of markdown accruals & inventory -0.95% 0% 0.00% (9)

Reticketing costs moving back to promotional strategy 0.16% 100% 0.16% (10)

Increased vendor concessions -0.14% 0% 0.00% (11)

Change in miscellaneous including shrinkage 0.29% 80% 0.23% (12)

Q3 Margin 13 29.53% Q3 14 35.54%

Q4 13 Margin 32.13% Note

Sales and clearance margin impact + miscellaneous 2.55% 80% 2.04% (1)

Q4 14 Margin 34.17%


